STA Update

• Next plugfest for week of September 26 at UNH
  – Updated NDA will be on STA website soon
    • Needed to attend planning sessions starting in Aug.
  – Focused on large system build and error handling/exception testing
  – Make your reservations early, it’s leaf peeper season

• SAS 2.0 Exactly what is it?
  – STA working of position statement to define what is the “required” vs optional feature sets
  – SAS 2.0 Forum planned for Monday (or Tuesday) night at next T10 Meeting
    • First topic – 6 Gb options/positions
      – Cable distances, usage models, error rates, etc.
      – If your company would like to make a presentation/position statement contact Harry Mason or Marty Czekalski
    • Other possible topics (future) – Multiplexing, zoning